
STARDROPS – March 29 – April 4 2020

Correction : Previous March 22 -27   STARDROPS   Change from transiting Saturn in 
Aquarius inconjunct the Moon's Node in Cancer..to...

Transiting Saturn in Aquarius/Capricorn inconjunct Transiting Moons' North 
Node in Cancer/Gemini

 Description:  The public/global population required to make a challenging adjustment, an 
inconvenient period, economic adjustment and shift from one way of life to suddenly a new 
way, like a kink in the road, forced to go on another path.  Economic systems forced to go in a 
new direction, a massive shift/adjustment .... because Saturn is in
Aquarius and it brings one into greater awakening towards truth and some form of 
advancements requiring a group agreement..  This shift is not only our physical 
inconvenience, but a consciousness shift from darkness into awakening of so many concepts 
and situations many may have never known before this cycle started.

Below are the correct dates:

Correction from March 22 Stardrops Dates:

March 15 2020  – April 30, 2020  

May 10- July 30, 2020

Sep 10- 30, 2020 

Saturn moves into Aquarius   - For Recap of last week's Stardrops 
Saturn in Aquarius, please go to Starfires' Article Here

March 29-31  Mars moves into Aquarius 

Mars , the planet of motivation, action and tremendous energy, moves into Aquarius 
and conjoins Saturn in Aquarius 0*. 

https://starfires.com/elementor-4171/


This will be two or three days of some form of powerful truth and productive action 
desired to take, yet there are restrictions,  blocks,  barricades, frustration. 

Mars is always wanting to move forward, but Saturn throws up walls, and many 
restrictions to your freedom of movement.

April 3-5     Mars enters Aquarius inconjunct Transiting North Node

A peak intense moment of frustration and highly inconvenient times. Disconnection 
from friends, Aquarius activities such as group gatherings, social connections and 
shifts in ways of looking at normal public activities. Goes along with previous 
inconjunct of Saturn to North Node, only intensifies the cycle for only April 3-5 

April 3    Venus moves into Gemini, lasting up through August 6, 
2020.

The beauty of Venus increases desire for  love and sharing, new  information, facts, 
data, and scientific brilliance is revealed.

Original ideas regarding blood. Information about the blood. 

Highly creative inspirations within media engineering, artistic design, music and 
literature. Excellent time for video production, blogging, writing and producing 
creative work.

Beautiful time for love, friendships. Truly valuing the key people in your life. Becoming
conscious of love and the heart.  More on Venus coming, as it moves into a Retrograde 
in Gemini end of April ( peaks May 12 ) up through end of July 2020. 

April 3-5       Venus in Gemini trine Saturn in Aquarius

All the attributes of the previous paragraph, yet with Saturn it brings it into a concrete 
functional work, or productivity. It grounds it.  The ideas, love, relationships, art, 
music, inspiration becomes realized.

 It becomes stable, anchored into an actual physical project, or factual usable product, 
idea, formula.
Venus Trine Saturn creates steady stable commitments towards intellectual/writing or 
expressing oneself. 

April 3         Mercury at 19* Conjoin Neptune in Pisces

Either you're idealistic and escaping into a high etheric world of visions and receiving 
communications which bring love, comfort and hope or the negative side of this 
conjunction possibly susceptible of increased vulnerability, fear or confusion, 



misunderstanding the facts or misreading information. 

April 4        Jupiter conjoin Pluto 

This astrology cycle has been building up since March 25, lasting up to April 15, peaking exact 
on April 4 for the first cycle.

• March 25 - April 15  ( April 4 exact ) 
• June 18 – July 10, 2020; 
• November  1-20, 2020 

Remember, conjunctions create action. They appear like a sudden impetus, 
compulsion, or a shot of a gun at the start of a race. When two or more planets are 
lined up one in front of the other, they give the appearance of a blending of the two 
energies. 

They become more powerful when Jupiter is part of the conjunction, because whatever
Jupiter touches it maximizes its outflow of influence.

Jupiter can also involve legal, bills passed, laws put into place, and also bending social 
opinions and maintaining social environment  and order such as the reigning of the 
population by inspiration, rules, laws or psychological tactics. 
On the other hand, it can inspire, code, clue in to higher order, ethics, justice, and a 
powerful cycle of the beginning of amazing social freedom.

Pluto is consolidated power. It is experienced as a deep transformative power which 
re-organizes, powerfully consumes, transforms, molds and moves matter, money, 
economic systems, agencies, moves marriages, families, systems, businesses or laws 
into another situation, identity or form than how it was before.  

Pluto has its own internal power propelling its energy into a whirling relentless 
movement,  targeting anything that has been a system of power and structure, in a big 
way....and Pluto in Capricorn does it through all systems, government regulations, 
major areas of economic power, agencies and organizations.  

Pluto can act as one person making decisions which override all old ways or systems. 
Pluto in Capricorn conjoin Jupiter deeply and permanently will change the way people 
think in their businesses, schools, education, finances and press everyone to take 
action ( that conjunction ) towards streamlining and transforming anything out of 
sorts and not functioning well, into a higher level of functionality. 

In times of normal ease, it's a simple helpful cultural upgrade of some sort....in times like 
these which we are faced with now, it could be serious enforcing of many forms of regulations 
mandated, but also positive actions taken through passing certain laws which block and 
remove corruption.  Globally, it changes culture on the dates above.



April 6, 7, 8  – Mars in Aquarius  square Uranus at 5* Taurus

Challenges or disruptions with technology and any social convenience we now take for 
granted. 

Frustrations with mechanical devices, computers, internet, cell phone disruption, electricity. 
Possible disruption in random areas throughout the world, because of our global situation.

Unexpected surprises. Strange anomalies can take place in the oddest ways and situations. 

This is not a for sure, just prepare. 

Disruption of group/organizational community efforts, some form of contrary or chaotic 
disruption happening. Not the best days for group/friendship/community cooperation. Some 
anxiety, some nervous tension or breakdown in some kind of objective factual data or 
consensus. Something is not working. Take it easy these days, and protect your data 
beforehand.

April 7 – Mercury in Pisces sextile Pluto and Jupiter in Capricorn 
 
Excellent problem solving, especially for Pisces issues: health, science, psychological health 
and support. 
Excellent for cooperation and sharing not only solutions for any problems you might have, but
globally, nationally, solutions are openly discussed by smart people for any present crisis and 
ideas come to  fix problems. Some breakthroughs in regards to  getting to root of problems.

Thank you for your wonderful support!
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